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Q.  Tyrrell, under par today with a second round 68. 
What did you like about your game?

TYRRELL HATTON:  I feel like I've actually played some
decent golf the last two days although there's been a
couple of like funny shots in there.  Don't feel like I've
putted very well inside 10 feet.  Yeah, I feel a little bit rusty,
I guess, with not really doing much the last few weeks,
certainly golf-wise.  Hopefully, I can have a good weekend
now.

Q.  As you look at your second round 68, currently
there's only one round out of the morning wave that's
actually beaten that, Chesson Hadley, 66.  How would
you say conditions shifted from Thursday to Friday, if
at all?

TYRRELL HATTON:  I think the guys going out this
afternoon, it's going to be tough for them.  Certainly our last
sort of five, six holes, it was awkward because you can hit
a nice shot and you get a gust of wind, and obviously that
sort of takes the ball where it's not meant to go.  We
certainly had that into the 4th hole with our third shot on the
par-5, wedge has gone 110 yards, which is like mind
blowing really.

It's certainly going to play tougher.  I'm quite thankful I'm
done for the day.

Q.  You said you'd had a few weeks off.  If you look at
your recent results, so far this year worldwide you've
only missed one cut, but you haven't had a top ten in
the last four months.  What would you say the missing
ingredient has been?

TYRRELL HATTON:  It's just golf, isn't it?  You try your
best every single day.  I actually feel like I've not really
putted that well for a while now, certainly not really holed a
great deal.  That's a huge part of it.  It helps you gain
momentum, and you kind of feel a few inches taller walking
to the next tee.  Yeah, I just don't feel like I've had that for a

while.

I think that, if that changes, then scores will improve and
results will improve as well.
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